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context

1. China’s economic situation ten years after 
the global financial crisis

2. China-US trade war

3. China-EU economic relations

4. The impacts of China-US trade war on China-
EU trade relations
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China’s growth was hit badly by the 
global financial crisis

？

Led by dramatic fall 
in export



China’s main policy responses

• Expansionary fiscal policy
– A ¥4 trillion Yuan ($580 billion) stimulus package was 

introduced

– Which accounted for 14 percent of GDP in 2008

– Traditionally, fiscal multiplier in China is 2-3

– 4 trillion Yuan was a very powerful stimulus



Accommodating monetary policy
• Bank credit increased by 9.6 trillion in 2009, an 

increase of 95.7 % yoy
• Lowering reserve requirements to S&M
• Lowering interest rates on banks’ loans
• Lowering the thresholds of down payments of 

mortgages
• Local government financial platforms were encouraged 

to borrow to finance investment (at provincial and 
county levels)
– By the end of 2009, total borrowing by LGFs was ¥7. 

38trillion，an increase of 70.4% yoy.
– By the end of 2010, the amount of borrowing increased to 

¥14 trillion, accounting for 30 % of total bank loans



One of the important consequences 
the International comparison of leverage ratios

China’s

Overall leverage ratios Corporate leverage ratio



China’s macroeconomic policy dealing with the side-
effect of the counter-cyclical policy during global 

financial crisis

• Since 2016, the policy priority is 
– To cut overcapacity, inventory
– to deleverage
– to rein in shadow banking activities

• Hence since 2016
– Fiscal policy (increase in tax revenue Jan-May 15.8% )
– monetary policy less pro-active

• Jun M2:8.3%, lowest since 1986, 
• Jun weighted average interest rate of interbank lending: 2.73% 

– The tightening of Supervision and Regulation on financial 
activities

• Since 2016, leverage ratios started to fall. Since 
2017,shadow banking activities shrank rapidly



Leverage ratios for all sectors are 
either stabilized or falling



The role of shadow banking activities 
is shrinking

! 2!

Δ shadow banking 
finance/Δ social finance

Shadow banking finance: entrusted 
loans, trust loans, undiscounted 
bills of banks



New problems

• credit crunch
• Liquidity shortage
• Burst bubbles (P to P platforms), interruption of financial 

flows
• Slowdown of growth
• The breakout of US-China trade war definitely will generate 

negative impact on the already lack-luster growth

• Recently, the government decided to adjust 
macroeconomic policy and prudential policy. The 
adjustment is partially a response to the trade war 



China-US trade war
• On 4th April, USTR declared to impose 25%  additional tariffs on $50 billion

worth of Chinese products effective as of 6th July 

• On 6th July, US imposed 25% additional tariffs on $34 billion worth of 
Chinese products

• On 23rd August, US imposed 25% additional tariffs on $16 billion worth of  
Chinese products

• On 24th September, US imposed 10% additional tariffs on $ 200 billion 
worth of Chinese products and prepared to raise the tariff rate to 25% at 
the beginning of 2019 

• President Trump threatened to impose additional tariff on another $2670 
billion worth of Chinese products

• China retaliated each time

340 （✔）＋160（✔）＋
2000（✔）+2670 （？）



The causes of the trade war: 
what the US is complaining about

• China’s trade surplus against the US

• China fails to comply its WTO commitments

• China’s unjustified ways of obtaining 
technology from the US

• More fundamental causes
– Geopolitics 

• Misperception and Thucydides’ trap

– To cut China off international trade

– To kick China out global supply chains



Trade imbalances

• Indeed, China has run a large current account 
surplus against the USA. However, the USA has 
run trade deficit persistently and uninterruptedly 
since 1980. The US Government blamed Germany, 
Japan and East Asian countries for the deficit 
successively. Since 2003 it found a new 
target−China.  Hence, one should first to ask why 
the USA runs trade deficit against the rest of the 
world so consistently and persistently, and then 
why a specific country, such as China, runs large 
trade surplus against the USA.



China’s WTO compliances

• The WTO Director-General Pascal Lamy once commended 
that “China has done really well in terms of implementing 
its long list of commitments. But no country is above 
criticism. …. What I can say is that members have 
complained about certain services sectors not being open 
sufficiently and that intellectual property rights (IPR) 
protection needs to be improved.”

• China supports multilateralism, and respects DSB of WTO
– Since its entry into the WTO in 2001, China has seen 40 cases 

brought against it by its trade partners. In all these 40 cases, 
China has accepted the decisions made by the DSB, despite that 
in most of the cases China is the losing side.



US accusations and the truth

• USTR accuses China of 

– unfair technology transfer regime(equity cap in JV etc.)

– discriminatory licensing restrictions

– outbound investment aimed at high tech sectors

– intrusions into US commercial computer networks and cyber-enabled theft of 
IP and sensitive commercial information

• The truth

– Forced technology transfers: Yes or no—commercial decisions

– Outbound investment

• From 2005 to 2016, 234 investment in the US, only 7% was in technology sector.

• I suspect that the bulk of the outflow is capital flight related

– IP theft
• 2015 agreement with Obama government

• Hearsay and rumors (no one gives one case)

• China has become the second largest payer of IP property, $29 billion in 2017, the 
second largest next to the US



How China-US trade war may evolve

• No further escalation
– $50(25%)+$200bil(10%&25%)

• When 25% additional tariffs imposed on $50 billion Chinese products: growth rate be will cut 
by 0.5%

• But what will be the impact on growth, when adding another $200 bil (10%), +$267bil, ?

• Escalation 
– Higher tariff rates
– Exchange  rate war
– Forcing US firms to leave China
– Financial sanctions（swift, chips; fines…)
– Kick China out of the global supply chains(ZTE)
– Sequestration of China’s foreign exchange reserves and other dollar assets

• Trade war can be on hold, but it will no end for a very long period of time
• If America’s purpose is geopolitics, then where trade war will lead is 

difficult to predict



Martin Wolf’s stark warning

• If open conflict arrived, the US could cut off the world’s 
trade with China. 

• It could also sequester a good part of China’s liquid 
foreign assets. 

• The economic consequences would be devastating for 
the world, but they would, almost certainly, be worse 
for China than for the US and its allies.

“China must not copy the Kaiser’s errors”

－Martin Wolf

3 December 2014



China’s responses

• China Is Ready to make concession, but will never surrender 
– this has been shown in the three round negotiations

• China will retaliate but the retaliation will be measured and proportionate
– This is so far China has done 

• China is adjusting its domestic policies
– macroeconomic policy

• As mentioned above

– Industrial policy
– Trade policy

• Abandon export led policy
• Abandon preferential policy towards FDI, national treatment

– Reform agenda
– Policy toward different types of countries and international organizations

• Bilateral FTAs, regional FTAs, RCEP [Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership]
• Speed up BIT, GPA negotiations
• Active participation in WTO negotiation (new round?)



How trade war will impact on China’s 
external balance

• Trade surplus against the US will fall, and it will force 
China to speed up rebalancing. It may be a good thing 
for China in more distant future—lend less to the US. In 
the shorter run, the impact will not be deadly. There 
are many ways to offset the impact

• China’s trade/GDP ratio will fall further. Compared with 
the US, China may need to reduce this share

• China has to rethink its position in the global supply 
chains

• China will not abandon its open policy, but as a result 
of trade war, it may become more inward looking.



The declining trade dependence
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Despite'all'the'problems,'China’s'external'economy'
has'become'more'or'less'balanced'now'
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China’s rebalancing

To reduce trade surplus against the US, China has to reduce its trade deficit against 
other countries. It is unimaginable that China that is aging quickly runs trade and 
hence current account deficit. On the other hand, China should stop accumulating 
USTs, which are not that safe. Money printing-led inflation and possible 
sequestration.



Are US treasuries safe place for China 
to pack its savings? 

数据来源: SIFMA
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1. $16 trillion of national debt, 106% of GDP (shoot up the interest rate)
2. $8 trillion of foreign debt, 44% of GDP (sudden stop, dollar devaluation)
3. $4 trillion of M0 (inflate away debt burden)
4. The hostility between the two countries



China-EU trade relationship is very 
important

China is the 
second largest 
export destination 
for EU

China is the 
largest source of 
imports for EU



yuyongding

Trend of EU and China trade
2007=100



Export of goods to China by EU 
members, 2017 

Though 
the fourth 
largest 
economy 
in EU, 
Spain is 
the 
seventh 
important 
exporter 
to China, 
account 
only 5% 
total trade



EU as a whole runs trade deficit against China 
and this is the most important source of friction



Member countries’ trade balance with 
China

Small 
deficit

Large 
surplus



Trade structure

Spain’s export to 
China is mainly 
food

Currently, there are almost as many Spanish 
companies linked to China as German. But 
Germany accounts for half of all European 
sales to China. And tourism, being the second 
world tourism power, Spain receives far fewer 
visitors than countries such as France or Italy.

“Trade cooperation between Spain and China now seems more focused 
on the food industry.
In fact, what China's exports to Spain is frozen pork. 
However, globally, Spain is a powerhouse in sectors such as vehicle 
production, auto parts,
other industrial goods, medical-pharmaceutical industry or high fashion.”



for EU, trade with China and the US are equally 
important

China accounts 17% of US trade, but accounts on some 6 % of EU trade. 
Direct impact of China-US trade war on EU economy should be limited 

UBS



China’s FDI across Europe
increase rapidly but the absolute amount is small. Only 3% of FDI in the EU comes from China, 

and only 5% of Europe’s FDI goes to China 

FDI in 
Spain is 
small



UK is doing well. But Spain?

Following 
the foot 
steps of 
the US?



Shares of Chinese FDI in the EU 2000-
2016

Where is 
Spain? Too 
small to be 
shown.



China-EU deals

No 
Spanish 
corporate 
is 
involved 



The structure of China’s investment in 
Europe

The fear of Europe is 
the same as that of the 
US? European CFIUS?



Challenges the EU is facing

• Eurozone export volumes are moderating.

• the Eurozone might suffer negative spillovers 
from an escalating trade conflict between the 
US and China. 

• Eurozone trade outlook could worsen if trade 
war is worsening and new tariffs on European 
cars is introduced by the US.



How the China-US trade war will 
impact on the EU economy

• There are both positive and negative impacts, whether they 
can benefit EU economy, depends on EU’s policy response

• Positive impact: Substitutions (see next slide)
– Can EU increase its shares in the US and Chinese markets, as the 

two countries are adding tariffs on each other’s products?
– China will buy more from EU (in future, say airbus)

• Negative Impact: slowdown of  growth of China and the US
– Decrease in trade (directly hit by tariffs and indirectly hit by 

decrease in the trade that is hit by tariff directly) leads to slower 
increase in demand for EU products; investment will also fall

• Negative impact: Supply chain disruption
– Sanction on ZTE will hurt sellers too. Will and can EU fill the gap 

(etc. ZTE)? Not very likely. US would not allow this to happen



Continued

• Positive and Negative impact: the increase of prices of intermediate 
goods
– Increase the costs of production in both the US and China, 

opportunities for the EU?

• Negative impact: Multinationals in China 
– European corporates in China that export to the US will be hit 

• Positive and Negative impact: Capital flows
– Will China increase its investment in Europe? But Is China’s investment 

welcome?

• Negative impact: Exchange rates
– The RMB will fall and hence have impact on the China-EU bilateral 

trade, depends on which way the EURO will go 

• Share prices
• inflation



China-US trade in 2017

Where EU can find opportunity to substitute 
products that are pushed out the markets 
by higher tariffs?  Airbus vis-à-vis Boeing?



Negative Growth impact

Calculated by UBS

Suppose US and China’s growth drop by 
100 bp, respectively

Senario:5
0bil(25%)
+200bil(1
0%)+car 
tariff



Trade negotiations with the EU

• Bilateral FTA 

• Negotiation on BIT and GPA

• WTO reform

• To negotiate a China-EU FTA?



Concluding remarks

• The prospect for trade is not very promising
• Though EU may benefit in some areas from China-US 

trade war
• The impact of China-US trade war on the whole will be 

negative
• EU and China both wish to maintain the multilateral 

trade framework and hence should join in force in 
protecting the free trade system

• The creation of mutual trust is the key to the 
improvement of China-EU trade relations

• BRI may present some opportunities


